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This invention relates to an in-line, mul

spective of n carburetion variation due to

tiple cylinder, air cooled, _internal >combus transverse or longitudinal tilting.

Miscellaneous features of the invention
tion engine suitable for aviation purposes.
rThe chief object of this invention is to pro consist ofthe following: j
5 vide an engine of the aforesaid character ' The arrangement of the several parts such
with but few parts and these of such a char-~ that the expansion in the cylinders and asso
acter that maximum safety is obtained, con- ciatedparts is compensa-ted for or equalized
sistent with efficient engine operation-and,` sothat distortion and strain is substantial
in brief, the same may-be defined asa uno-r,
-Elimination of rocker `arm mechanism
io loi-lateral engine.
through direct stem, tappetV and valve con
ly'eliminated;

`

n

50

`

addition
One oftothe
thefeatures
accomplishment
ofthe invention,
of the fore- ~ nection ;v

going object, consists in an improvedy lubri >Unitary drive for thelignition devices,
cation arrangement wherebyfthe »lubricantQ cam shafts; and pumps with ready accessi-,j
.
f
v
,
Y
-1 has the dual function of lubrication and bility` to the same;l
cooling, and the latter to a- greater extent . Parted cam shaft Vhousing and crank case

than heretoforeemployed.

,

~

constructions permitting ready `and rapid

Another feature of the invention consists access to the crank shaft and cam shaft;
An improved valve, tappet and cam con
in th-e arrangement of the several parts
2o whereby greater air cooling is >obtained than
struction;

heretofore possible in the usualÍair cooled en

`

Y

'

p

Other features of the invention will be

gine and the same is'obtained through fin-- pointed out more specifically hereinafter.`
The _full nature of the inventionwill be>
ning of the cam shaft housings', the- crank

case, as well as the finning'of> ,the cylindersî understood from the accompanying draw
25 and head. An additional cooling is obtained ings and the following descriptions and 70

Aby the predetermined spaced relation of plu
ral exhaustsfor each cylinder,whereby thek

claims:

y

_

>

In the drawings Fig. 1 is an end elevation

heated gases are divided in their .discharge Aof an air- cooled in-line »inverted multiple

from the cylinder and the amount 'of heat cylinder internal combustion'engine suitable
3c concentrated at any particular‘point of pas-> for aviation purposes and is of the end op 75

sage is thereby divided, >and that portion posite the propeller, a portion ofthe crank

included between the exhaust ports is of such: case cover being vomitted and the lubricating

an area that cooling thereof is read-ily ob~ supply tank being likewise omitted, and ad
tained. The coollng action is'l »further en ditional parts not otherwise possible to show

35 hanced by the utilization of the incoming' except by additional views being illustrated
fuel to cool a common <wall between the in by dotted lines. Fig. 2 is a side elevation of
take and exhaust, and at the same time,y -the engine the intermediate portions between
pre-heat thefuel supplied to the cylinder. the ends being omitted and parts beingshown
Additional cooling is obtained by heat trans y dotted that areV otherwise impossible to show
40 mission to and diffusion from the cam shaft except by additional views. Fig. 3 is ‘an en-V
larged transverse sectional view of the engine
housings and exhaust pipes.
`
Another feature of the invention. in ad?" takeny on the broken line' 3_3 of Fig-4 and
dition to the cooling action thus obtained, y in the direction of the arrows. Fig. 4 isa
consists in the substantially uniform dis bottom plan view of ya pair of adjacent'cylé
.,15 tribution of fuel'to all of the cylinders irre-` kinders included in the engine with the cam'

80
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shaft housing cover forming portion removed tudinally finned. The same is also shown in
from each of the cam shaft housings and a Fig. 4.
portion of one cylinder being shown in hori
The ports 33 and 34 are intakes and as
Zontal section to show the valve seats therein. shown in Fig. 4 the wall between the passage
Fig. 5 is a diagrammatic plan view of a plu 32 and 34 is a common wall, and likewise the 70

rality of in-line cylinders showing the intake wall between the passage 33 and 35 is a com

and exhaust arrangement for the same, the mon'wall so that the incoming cool fuel mix
intake manifolds and the carburetors and ture tends to cool this common wall so that
their connections to the same.

relatively low engine temperature perform

In the drawings 10 indicates the crank case ance is obtained.
closed by a cover 11 having the longitudinal
Each cylinder, therefore, is equipped with

ly directed fins 12 thereon, said lins'bein g in four independent passages, each being indi
spaced relation substantially that as illus cated at 36 and in each is mounted a valve
trated at 13, see Fig. 3, for -he cam shaft Seat 37 to beV engaged by a valve 38 carried by
housing forming cover 14, the housing being stem 39 slidably supported in the guide 40
indicated by the numeral 15, and the valve carried by the head construction. rl‘he guide
guide extensions and cylinder head-»connec 40 extends through the head and into the
tions being indicated by the numeral 16. valve guide housing extension 16. A coil
Herein there are a pair of cam shaft housing ~ spring 41 bears against the head and against
constructions and mountedin each is a cam
spring retainer 42 adjustably mounted as
shaft 17. The cam shaft 17 has formed on it at 43 upon the valve stem. A substantially
several cams 18 and the cam shaft is hollow flat follower 44 having the skirt 45 is slidably

30

as at 19. The cam shaft is mounted in the and rotatablymounted in the extension 16.
cam shaft housing bearings 20 by suitable Each ofthe cams 18 as it engages the fiat face
bearing caps 21, see Fig. 3.
of the Yslidable and rotatable follower in its
The crank shaft is suitably mount-edV in rotary movement imparts a slight rotary
the crank case, the latter having the external movement to the follower so that a new, or
suspension brackets 22 extending laterally rather different surface is presented to the
thereof, and said crank shaft Yalthough not same cam upon each actuation until the fol
shown in detail in the drawings is likewise lower has completed one cycle of rotation.
hollow and is associated with the lubricating In this way the wear upon the follower is re

90

system as herein set forth. rI‘he crank shaft ' duced to a minimum and the same tappet
clearance may be maintained for a greater

is extended beyond the crankkcase and is ro

tatably mounted by the end bearing cover 23„ length of time and possible sticking of the
the shaft end being shown at 24-to receive the valve tappet will be greatly reduced.
propeller.
_
'
Mounted in each of the openings 46 which
ExtendingV upwardly into the crank case is are diametrically positioned with respect to
a steel cylinder 25, the projecting portion be each other in the cylinder, but which are in
ing indicated at 26 in Fig. 2, and said cylinder clined downwardly toward the valves are a
is suitably secured to the crank caseV and is pair of spark plugs 47. @il which might

v_. All

suspended therefrom. The cylinder slidably pass the piston and normally would collect
supports a piston, and a connecting rod there inthe spark plugs if horizontally positioned

in extends upwardly toward the crank shaft or inclined towards the crank shaft, as has
and is rotatably associated therewith. The been the'custom heretofore, in this form of
ï cylinder 25 is peripheraliy finned as at 27 the invention does not collect in the spark
for air cooling. The cylinder 25 with the plug for carbonization or shorting the same,
fins27 at its lower end is receivable by the and, therefore, the spark plugs, by reason of
cylinder extensions 28 of the head 29. Gyl this positioning are self-draining, not only
inder extension 28 is peripherally finned as at for lubricating oil but also for liquid fuel that
i 50>

30 while the head construction 29 is otherwise has not vaporized and burned. y
finned as at 31, or for air cooling.
Suitably secured to each Hangs 50 defining
In each head there is provided four inde the end of the passage 36 and for each ex
pendent passages 32, 33, 34, and 35, and as haust passage is an exhaust pipe 49 which er:

. shown in Fig. 4 passages 32 and 35, which

ing relation. Similarly secured to each

ly spaced relative to each other and are sub

ñange of the intake passages 36 is a passage
48 of the intake manifold 51.

stantially valve diameter apart, the same be

GO

tends outwardly and downwardly in diverg

' may be the exhaust passages, are diametrical

As shown clearly in Fig. 5l the preferred
ing indicated by the dimension lines, and the
letter D representing the dimension and the connections are as follows :_A pair of car
diameter of the valve.
hus the two ex buretors conventionally, illustrated in Fig. 1,

i.

and indicated by the numerals 52 are connect
hause` valves are positioned at the greatest ed
the intake manifolds by the extension
distance apart and yet are in alignment with 53. toThe
line is indicated by the nu
the remaining valves. As indicated in Fig. meral 54. fuel
The air intakes of the carburetor

. 3 at 31 this portion across the head is longi

are -indicated by the numerals 55. '

130
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As shown in Fig.y 5 the carburetors are op Vinthat the main body of the invention is a
positely directed so that tilting of the engine unitary engine including a single crank shaft,
will in the usual float type carburetor flood a single 'piston for each cylinder, a single
one carburetor and ystarve the other so that connecting rodbetween each piston and the
the fuel mixture discharged into one intake crank shaft, while the remainder of the en

will be relatively rich and that'dis'charged
into the other intake will be relatively lean.
Since each manifold ölconnectsto each cyl
inder the total amount of fuel supplied to
each cylinder is substantially the same. j

gine is dual. In this respect the engine is
similar to man, kinfthat the engine may have

a failure in a valve, a cam shaft, a spark plug,
an ignition device, an intake manifold or a
' carburetor and still function satisfactorily

To insure uniform fuel distribution to the for safety purposes just as aman who might

several cylinders when the plane is tilted lon lose the sight of one eye, hearing in one ear,
gitudinally, and also to secure uniform fuel one arm, or a leg might yet be perfectlycom
distribution when the plane is not tilted, one petent to earn a living and maintain a useful
of the carburetors is connected to one of the

life.

`

4

It has been the experience in aviation and
and the other carburetorA is connected to the automotivepractice that it is some single

manifolds near the front end of the engine
other manifold near the rear end of the en

mechanical failure of one of these aforesaid

gine. Thus if there should be any Vvariation duplicated parts that has caused all the en
by reason of longitudinal tilting-of the en gine failures and most of thewrecks. It is

gine, the same is automatically compensated
for in each cylinder by the aforesaid arrange
ment. Furthermore the suction of the cylin
ders will supply a relatively larger charge to
the second and adjacent end cylinders imme

relatively improbable that both carburetors,

both cam shafts, or both ignition devices will
failat the same time. A plug of one set may
fail to fire in 'one cylinder and a plug in the
,othery set may fail to fire in a different cyl

90

diately connectedr to the carburetor connec ind'er and stilltheengine would operate sat
tion to the manifold, while the more remote isfactorily, inV fact in this type of failure-but
manifold connected cylinders will receive av little loss ofefficiency would result. If >both

relatively smaller mixture. However, with
the fuel supply arranged' as illustrated,`each
cylinder will receive approximately‘the same
amount of fuel for any `given `throttle posi
tion.

j j

Y

`

~

The throttles indicated> by the'numerals 56

plugs in the sameV cylinder `were `to `fail

through carbonization, or oil pumping in that '

particular cylinder, then the other lthree or
more cylinders would‘function, and there ,

Vwould still remain, suñicient power’in the
~ plane' equipped withv this engine to carry on»

f may be connected together or may becon@ and make a safe landing.`v
nected for independent operation as desired. i The reference made to three or more cyl-Y

In actual practice both throttles will probab inders is intentionally made as such because
ly be. connected together for simultaneous the engine as illustrated in Fig. 2 may rep
resent the two end cylinders of a 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,’
dual control.V
~
f
`
Should any carburetor fail, or should the 8, 1() or 12 vcylinder engine, the cylinders of
fuel supply vline thereto become clogged, the .which arearranged in line. The preferred
other carburetor will continue to supply fuel number of cylinders, however, is 4,6, and 8

105

to its manifold and thus to all the cylinders. yand if 8, 12 or 16 cylinders are desired and

Should any cam shaft fail, thefother cam the overall length of the engine is objection
i shaft will continue to operate and thus suffi able, the cylinders may be arranged in two

cient valve actuation will be obtained which banks in V-arrangement at' the proper angle
and’have 4, 6 or 8 in bank. Each throw of
Mounted upon the brackets 57 are the igni-` the common crank shaft then will be connect
tion devices 58 which may be standard devicesr ed to two connecting rods connected to a pis
actuated as hereinafter set forth, and each ton in each of the banks and mounted in' one
ignition device 58 is connected to one set of of the cylinders in ‘that bank.y This change
plugs 47 so that in the event of failure of any from a single bank to a V-type engine is quite
ignition device the othei1 ignition device'will conventional in automotive practice and is
supplyjgnition , for _the engine. ~ _Preferably well understood in internal> combustion en
the ignition control is of multiple type so gine practice. The features of the invention
that for test purposes each set of plugs may herein illustrated as applied to an in-line
remain deenergîzed so that any fouled 4or single bank construction, therefore, when thus
shorted plug or plugs in either set can be de modiiied'as 4hereinbefore suggested, may be
termined, and a common control for the igni practically embodied in the multiple bank
tion may be provided in addition to the dual type 'engine without any material modifica
control so that the ignition for both may be

ll()

is necessary to operate the engine.

Cil Ul

tion.

`

'

simultaneously supplied to allor removed ‘ The crank shaft supports a main driving
from the plugs in the starting and the stop bevel gear 59 which meshes with a bevel gear
ping of the engine respectively. j
'Y GOcarried by the end of the vertical shaft
The invention, therefore, is uno-bi-lateral 61. The vertical shaft 61 at its lower end

120
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supports a bevel gear 62 that meshes with about three times as hot so that the actual
a pair of bevel gears 63 each of which is elongation between the cam shaft housings
mounted upon a lateral shaft 64 which is and the crank case is substantially equal at
the ignition device or magneto drive shaft. each cylinder, and in the lubricant return
The shaft 61 includes an elongated slot 65 including the crank shaft drive inclosing
in its lower end which receives an elongated housing. Thereforethe longitudinally eX
tongue 66 of the shaft 67 that mounts in its tensible tongue and groo-ve drive 65-66 is
lower end bevel pinion 68 that meshes with elongated with the expansion or elongation
the bevel gear 69 . Bevel gear 69 is carried due to heat and forward oil return will also
by a short shaft 70 positioned in the same elongate through the telescopic connection or
vertical plane as the crank shaft, see Fig. 1, mounting of the pipe 85 and its branches 86.
and it extends outwardly from the engine as
Lubrication system
a fuel pump drive. The short shaft 70 is
In addition to the portions of the lubrica
Vextended toward the cylinders and mounts
the spur gear 71 that meshes with gears 72 tion system previously described it is to be
rigid with the cam shafts 17 and thus the cam noted that the cam shaft housings 14 pro
shafts are rotated through a splined connec vide two elongated sumps each of which re
tion or longitudinally extensible driving con ceives a portion of the lubricant and, there
nection from the crank shaft.
fore, the cooling of the oil is very effective
'A vertical housing member 73 is secured when it will be remembered that each sump
so
to the end of the crank case and mounts a is provided with the elongated vanes or heat
cover 74 that supports starter 7 5 when the rediating fins 13.

SO

'

The front end of the common connection
same is desired. The housing- 73 terminates
at 76 and another housing 77 communicates between the cam shaft housing indicated by
' therewith and with the crank case. The hous

the numerals 78 and 82 formed upon the

90

ing 77 is flaredoutwardly as at 7 8 and forms , lower portion of the member 77 is closed by
a gear chamber for the cam shaft gear and a cover 99 which has formed thereon the body
the cam shaft housings are secured thereto' port-ion 100 having the discharge channel 101
as at 79, see Fig. 2.
that communicates with an elongated passage

As shown clearly in Fig. 2 the cylinders 102 that extends the full length of the cam
25 project upwardly into the crank case as shaft housing. AA cross channel 103 is sim
at 26 and the dotted lines 80 and 81 in Fig. ilarly connected to another channel 102 in the
in the housing 73 and 77 illustrate the oil other housing. The intake to the pump is in-

95

returnfrom the crank case to the sump 82 dicated at 104 and‘is supplied by a line 105
QA

at the bottom of the cam shaft housing and from an oil storage tank not shown.

The

100

gear pump mounted within the housing por
If the plane were always on a levelA keel tion 100 consists of the usual two meshing
the crank case bottom could be flared or in gears, not shown, and one of the same is car
the cranlT case connection 77.

'

clined so that it would normally drain ried by the outwardly extended end 106 of

through the housing before-mentioned, but the shaft 70.

in descending, the plane will tilt downwardly
The pump body, therefore, is formed as a
in a forward direction, and in that event the continuation of the cover 99. The cover for
oil in the crank case would collect therein this pressure pump consists of the plate 107
at the forward end and overflow into the which includes a body portion 108 that forms
cylinders with possible disaster. Therefore, the body or housing of another pump closed 110
the forward end of the crank case at 83 is by a cover 109. the shaft extension 106 extend
provided with an outlet 84 with which is tele ing through the same and terminating in a
scopically associated a return pipe or con~ tachometer drive connection 110. A line 111
duit 85 having two branches 86, see Figs. connects the bottom of sump 82 to the inlet
2 and 3, each end of which may be tele 112 of the scavenging pump. This pump is 115
scopically associated with the fixture or in~ likewise a. meshing- gear pump and the dis
take 87 secured to the forward end of the cam charge 113 is connected by a line 114 to the
sha-ft housing 14. Thus the cam shaft hous tank from which lubricant is supplied to the
ing 14 receives the oil discharged through pressure pump 105.
the' forward end return connection, and the

’ Each of the conduits 102 which are formed 120

same passes along the bottom 38 of the covers int
al by casting pipe in the cam shaft
and discharges as at 39 to the sump 82.
housï.
etc., discharge by lines 115 (see Fig.
The crank case, cam shaft housings, >and 2) Vto the cam shaftand cam shaft bearings.

cylinder heads 29, are of an aluminum alloy Each cam shaft includes discharge openings

having sufficient strength and the desired 116 t iat discharge lubricant to the intermit
lightness in weight. The housing 73 and tently rotated skirted tap/pets.

housing 77 are of similar material. The cylin
lThe transverse channel 103 communicates
der 25, however, is of steel and the alloy has with the lower end of a conduit 117 and passes
approximately three times the co-ethcient eX up through the housing 77 and the same dis
pansion as the steel. However, the steel is charges into a longitudinally directed conduit

130
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118 in the crank case (see Figs. 1 and 2). ' each intake of each cylinder.V or for aplurality
rl‘he longitudinally directed conduit through of intakes of a plurality of cylinders and

Ul

the branches 119, supplies lubricant to each-of preferably the intakes upon the same side 0f
‘l ï
»
the crank shaft bearings as at 120 and tothe ,the engine. . - .a
crank shaft since the same is hollow so that ' .. The air stream for cooling is, ofcourse, 70
said crank shaft may, in turn, supply lubri generated by the propeller and the same ‘may "
cant under pressure to thefconnecting rod be variouslydirected by suitable Cowling or
bearings included therein. c

10

~

c the like and the desired directional discharge

> ~

Reference is had to Figure 1 wherein the or .flow of air along, overY and betweenl the
supply line to the pressure pump includes a cylinders may be obtained as is well under 75

valve 150 and the discharge fromthe scaveng stood by those in the art through the applica- " '
ing pump to the oil reservoir tank includes a tion of thefproper Cowling including the de- >
valve 151. Normally these valves are always sired and necessary bañies, ventsand louvers.

open when the engine is in operation. When ¢ "Aps previously setaforth» the cylinders "are of

20

not operating, valve 150 is closed to prevent steel and each head is ofaluminum> alloy. 80
flooding of the engine. Merely as' a safety Each cam shaft‘housing is of valuminum al- `
factor should leaks develop in the oil lines to v loy,'as well -as each exhaust pipe. The cam
and from the supply tank, a by-pass line- 154L . shaft housings are directly ’connected> to- the
is connected through the fittings 155 and156 head ‘without the inter-positioning of any
to the pressure intakeline and the scavenging :gasket or any other separating material, al 85

pump discharge line, respectively.' This by though theremay. befinterposed, if desired,
pass line 154 includes a valve_15'7 which al

or ywhen necessary, a metallic gasket such as

ways remains closed except when leakage , copper or brass which, however, should have
develops and then the scavengingk pump. is approximately the lsame co-eiiicient of heat
25

permitted to discharge direct tothe pressure ` conductivity. The purpose of this'type of

90

pump and, thus, conserve the» oil initially connection is to rapidly transmit the heat gen
trapped in the engine at the time of failure, ~ erated` in the head away from the same and

permitting further engine operation sufficient impart it to the cam shaft housings where the
for landing purposes.> The by-pass andthe ‘ air passing over the cam shaft housings will

30

connecting line 111 from the sump to the rapidly cool the same, as well as theoil pass

scavenging pump may be formed integral in
the engine castings.

l

Y

»

-

.

ing through said housing. .

’

95

«

As illustrated in the drawings the two cam

Mounted in the crank case is a relief valve shaft housings are positioned in spaced rela
construction including a housingv member 121 »tionv?th a central free channel therebetween

which receives a spring 122, the tension of . and in this central free channel the central, 00
` which is adjusted through the externally ad fins 31 on the head portion of each'aluminum
justable means 128, and the same bears kon a cylinder head extend so that air‘ passing
lball 1211 which controls the discharge line 125. through this channel has direct contact with
When the pressure >in the oiling'system in out interference with the head- 'supported fins 105
40 creases beyond that set by the member 123, for additionally cooling the> cylinder head.
Similarly, the exhaust pipes are directly
Íthe excess lubricant discharges through port
or passage 125 into the crank' case and Lhous connected, although a metallic heat transmit
ing connection 7 3_77 and flowsback to the ting gasket might be interposed Vtherebe
tween, to the heads and each exhaust passage
is provided with an exhaust pipe of aluminum
The
front
of
the
housing
77
is
closed
by
a
45
plate130 which is provided with an upwardly alloy or some other metal having a high Íco
extending possible filler conduit 131 closed by eii‘icient of heat conductivity. The use of in
a cap 132 whereby the single filler device dis dividual exhaust pipes is preferred to a com
charges to the tubular connection or housing bination manifold because of the greater pe
35

sump

50

82.

»

->

.

»

-

.

`

77 andthe lubricant may be supplied through yripheryexposed to the air cooling stream by - 115
the opening partially closedby the cap 132 the use of individual pipes. The resultant
and collects in the sump 82 and `from thence construction, therefore, is one'that‘rapidly

is fed to the several <parts of the system. The transmits the excess heat from the head, to
portion 131 covered by the cap 132 also con oth-er parts more remote therefrom forvv heat
55

stitutes a breather constructionfor the engine. diffusion and which also permitsV of'finning
As is common in all engines the ignition of the head "at the hottest portions thereof so
wires 14() arepreferably inclosed in a pro „thatthe'air for cooling the same may very

tective cable or conduit yconstruction '141 and
Veach wire'140 passes out through a lateral
60

65

effective thereon.

_

«

120

~

g While the inventionhas been described in '

opening therein to the respective spark considerable detail kherein and v.parts have
`been semi-diagrammatically illustrated and
plugs 47.
y
‘ y
.
While the preferred form of’ carburetor several modifications have been specified»,'the

125

and manifold construction has been illus same, >as well as those which `will readily sug
trated and described, it is to be understood gest themselves to persons skilledinthis art,
that a single carburetor may be provided-for all are considered to `be within the broad pur- ~ 130
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view of this invention, reference being had to . seat, the seats being arranged relative to each
the appended claims.
other so that there is an intake seat and an
The invention claimed is:
exhaust seat on each side of each cylinder
l. In a multi-cylinder in-line air> cooled relative to the longitudinal alignment thereof,

valve-in-head internal combustion V.engine the exhaust valve seats being arranged rela

suitable for aviation purposes, the combina
tion of a pair of exhaust valve seaîts for each
cylinder, a pair of intake valve seats for each
cylinder, an intake and exhaust valve being

70

tive to each other so that a greater distance
therebetween obtains than betwen the intake

and adjacent exhaust valve, and heat radiat
ing fins positioned between the :in-line vaive
1X0 provided at each side of the cylinder and in arrangements and parallel to the in-line
line with others'upon the same side of the arrangement.

engine, an independent passage associated ' 5. An air-cooled internal combustion, mul
with each seat, the exhaust and intake valves tiple cylinder, in-line valve-in-head engine
being diametrically arranged on opposite including intake and exhaust valves for each
sides of the engine the passages upon the same side of each cylinder, two intake manifolds

80

side of the engine having a common interme one at each side of the engine and each con
diate walland the exhaust valves on opposite nected to all. the cylinders, a carbureting

sides of each cylinder having substantial valve device for each manifold, a single crank shaft
spacing therebetween whereby cooling of the above the cylinders, a pair of cam shafts one

common wall by the incoming fuel and the at each side of the central plane of the en- "
spaced portion cools the Yexhaust passage por gine and positioned beneath the cylinders and
tion thereof.
f
for operating the valves at each side of each
2. In a multi-cylinder in-line valve-in-head

internal combustion engine suitable for avia

cylinder whereby dual semi-independent

valve operation may be obtained, the cam
tion purposes, the combination of a plurality shafts being spaced apart an appreciable

30
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of air cooled cylinders, a pair of exhaust valve
seats for each cylinder, a pair of intake valve
seats for each cylinder, a valve for each seat,
valves upon the same .side of the engine being
arranged in-line, the exhaust valves on op

posite sides of each cylinder being arranged

diametrically of each other with substantial
valve spacing therebetween, and heat radiat
ing fins arranged parallel to the in-line ar
rangement interposed between said exhaust
valve seats for cooling the cylinder head be

distance with the in-line arranged valves
within the inter space and in turn spaced
apart for engine head and valve cooling.
6. In an air cooled engine the combination
of a- plurality of in-line steel cylinders, a
crank case connected to each of the cylinders
at one end, a cam shaft housing connected

to each cylinder at the opposite end thereof,
a crank shaft in the crank case, a cam shaft

in the housing, longitudinally extensiblev

means connecting the cam shaft and crank
tween the valves.
shaft, aV second predetermined expansible
3. In a multi-cylinder in-line valve-in-head housing at one end of the engine and con
internal combustion engine suitable foravia necting the same and inclosing the connect
tionpurposes, the combination of a plurality ing drive, the cylinders and the connecting. 195
of air cooled cylinders, a pair of exhaust valve housings having’diiferent co-eiiicients of ex
seats for each cylinder, a pair of intake valve pansion and so arranged relatively to each
seats for each cylinder, a valve for each seat, other and the temperatures to which each is
valves upon the same side of the engine being subjected that the actual expansion between
arranged in line, the exhaust valves on op the cam shaft housing and the crank case inii110

posite sides of each cylinder being arranged each cylinder and in the connecting housing
diametrically of each other with substantial is substantially equal whereby straining or
valve spacing therebetween, an independent warping is substantially eliminated, each
passage foreach seat, the passages for each cylinder projecting an appreciable distance

cylinder upon the same side ofthe engine into the crank case, the crank case being
having a common intermediate wall whereby positioned above the cam shaft housing, said
incoming fuel cools the common wall and second mentioned connecting means consist

thereby cools the exhaust valve portion there

ing of an oil return from theV crank case to

of, and heat radiating fins arranged parallel the cam shaft housing, the latter serving
to the in-line arrangement carried by the cyl as a sump, and another and longitudinallyï
inder between said exhaust valve seats for extensible oil return connecting the crank
cooling the cylinder head included portion case to said cam shaft housing, whereby
therebetween.
`
f
tilting of the crank case will not prevent
4. In an air cooled valve-in-head internal drainage of the oil therein to the cam shaft
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`combustion engine adaptable for aviation

housing.

V

'

'

purposes the combination of a plurality of
7. In a multiple cylinder, in-line, internal
- cylinders arranged >side by side 'and in line ar combustion engine the combination of a crank
rangement, ea-ch including a plurality vof in case, a plurality of cylinders connecetd at one
take valve seats and each including a plu end to said case, an -intake valve and an

rality of exhaust valve seats, a valve for each exhaust valve for each cylinder 'and upon'

7

1,883,558

» each side thereof, said valves being arranged and for each of the latter and connected to
in two parallel lines, a pair of cam shafts the same and constituting oil sumps Vfor the
adjacent the opposite end of each cylinder, engine, means connecting both ends of the
each cam shaft being arranged to operate a crank. case to both ends of the cam shaft
full set of valves in each cylinder, a crank housings including a common connection be-v 70
shaft, a transverse shaft extending from the tween said housings for unitary operation,
crank shaft toward the cam shafts, a pair and a pump ` connected to the connecting
of connect-ions each connecting a cam shaft> means for pressure lubrication of the engine.
to the transverse shaft for cam shaft driv-`

ing, another shaft positioned transversely
of the transverse shaft and arranged to drive
both cam shaft connections, and a puInp

`In witness whereof, I have hereunto affixed
>my signature. ,

yARTHUR E. CHEVROLET.

operatively associated with said last inen
tioned transverse shaft.

8. In an inverted in-line-multiple cylinder,
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internal combustion engine, the combination
of a crank case, a plurality of independent

cylinders communicating therewith and each
extending an appreciable distance intol said
crank case, a cam shaft housing therebeneath,
independent means at each end of the en

OU Ul

gine separate and spaced from the cylinders
and connecting the crank case to the hous
ing for oil sump purposes, and heat radiat
ing fins on said housing for oil cooling.
9. In an inverted in-line, multiple cylin

der, internal combustion engine, the combi
nation of a crank case, a plurality of inde

pendent cylinders coininunicating therewith
30

and each extending an appreciable distance
into said case, a pair of cam shaft housings

for said cylinders, all of the cylinders being
arranged in a single line, said housings being
positioned beneath said crank case, and
means connecting said crank case to the hous

100

ings separate and spaced from the cylinders
and for dual oil sump purposes, said hous- ~

ings being connected together for common

drainage.
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l0. In an inverted in-line, multiple cylin
der internal combustion engine, the combi
nation of an overhead crank case, a plurality

of independent cylinders communicating

therewith and each extending upwardly into
the case an appreciable distance, a crank
shaft in the case and arranged for pressure
lubrication, a plurality of cam shafts there

beneath and beneath the cylinders, a plu
rality of cam shaft housings for said cam
shafts and constituting oil sumps for the
engine, means connecting the housing sumps
together for unitary operation, an oil pres
sure supply pump supplied from said pumps,
tubular means other than the cylinders con

necting the case and housings together at
opposite ends and a scavenging pump con
nected to said housing connection for sup
plying said pressure pump.

’

,

V11 In an inverted in-line multiple cylin
60

der, internal combustion engine, the combi
nation of an overhead crank case, a plurality

of independent cylinders connected _to said
case and each projecting into the saine an

appreciable distance, a pair of cam shaft
iousings beneath the case and the cylinders
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